Scissors and Shears
Dahle scissors and shears are designed to accommodate the needs and comfort of both personal and professional users. Our
handles are form fitting to gently fit around your fingers and reduce fatigue during extended use. With a wide range of sizes
and cutting capabilities, Dahle scissors and shears are guaranteed to produce a clean cut each and every time.
Vantage® Scissors

These value priced scissors have handles made of a
durable plastic and are contoured to fit comfortably
around your fingers. The blades are made of ground
stainless steel and cut cleanly through multiple sheets
of paper. Available in 5", 6" and 8" sizes, they are perfect for school, the office, and to keep in every room
of the house.

Vantage® Comfort Grip Shears

Sore tired fingers are a thing of the past with our line
of Comfort Grip Shears. These ergonomically correct
shears provide a soothing surface for your fingers and
allow for continued comfort for as long as you cut.

®

The screw fastened blades have a double ground edge
which allows the user to cut through thicker material
and cut all the way to the tip for fine trimming. Comfort Grip Shears can cut easily through paper, fabric
and card stock and are available in 5" 6" and 8" sizes.

Professional Scissors

These professional grade scissors are machine ground
from Solingen steel and hardened to 56 Rockwell.
This is the optimal hardness for maintaining a sharp
edge. Screw fastened blades can be easily tightened to
your personal preference. Available in 4", 6", 8" and
10” sizes, this professional line of German engineered
scissors is perfect for years of continual daily usage.

Super Shears

These professional grade shears can handle the toughest material as well as the most delicate fabric. Also
hardened to 56 Rockwell, Dahle Super Shears offer
double ground Solingen steel cutting blades that cut
all the way to the tip for fine trimming. Super Shears
are German engineered and available in 4"-10" sizes.
This line also features an 8" Allround Shear that has
an aggressive micro-toothed cutting edge that can be
used while cooking, camping, or anywhere an aggressive shear is needed!

Vantage® Scissors

90 Day
Warranty

Vantage®
Comfort-Grip Shears

Screw
Double
90 Day
Fastened Ground Blade Warranty

Value priced line of quality paper scissors

Handles are molded for comfortable fit

Handle surface has soft coating for comfortable gripping

Double ground blades offer precision trimming of thicker material

Stainless steel blades are machine ground
and rust resistant

Great for home, office and craft use

Ergonomically correct & reduce fatigue

Screw fastened blades for easy tightening

Stainless steel blades are machine ground
and rust resistant

Great for home, office and craft use

Handles made of tough plastic
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Machine ground blades are hand finished
and hardened to 56 Rockwell

Handles are made of tough ABS plastic and
are virtually unbreakable

Solingen steel blades are rust resistant

Great for precision cutting of paper

Screw fastened blades for easy tightening
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Super Shears

Screw
Double
Quality
Fastened Ground Blade Assured

Lifetime
Warranty

Machine ground blades are hand finished
and hardened to 56 Rockwell

Handles are made of tough ABS plastic and
are virtually unbreakable

Solingen steel blades are rust resistant

Screw fastened blades for easy tightening

Double ground blades for precision trimming of thicker material

Aggressive micro-toothed blade can be used
for cooking, camping, and more (Item 50038)
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